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The new standard in nonstick cookware, 
every Blue Diamond pan features our metal 
utensil safe, diamond-infused coating that 
is 5x harder, lasts 10x longer than traditional 
nonstick coatings, and diamonds transfer heat 
4x faster than copper. 

Even our littlest pans are powerful. 

Whether you’re making a quick breakfast or a 
small side, our Mighty Mini makes it easy! Don’t 
let the size fool you, this little pan is all about 
performance. Durable and dishwasher safe for 
years of use, the Mighty Mini’s handle has a 
non-slip silicone grip to give you total control.

10X5X 4X
BETTER HEAT TRANSFERHARDER COATING LONGER LASTING

TOXIN FREE: FREE OF PFAS, PFOA, LEAD AND CADMIUM

** *

SOLD
MN03766  

MIGHTY MINI



BABY GRAND

Think mini pans are only for eggs and breakfast?  
Think again! Our Mighty Mini might be mini, but it’s big enough for plenty of tough tasks.

5” round egg pan

Blue
5” round egg pan

Green
5” round egg pan

Red

$999$999$999

Available at Available at Available at 

https://www.amazon.com/Blue-Diamond-CC002447-001-Mini-Ceramic/dp/B07VPRSL3D
https://www.amazon.com/Blue-Diamond-CC002447-001-Mini-Ceramic/dp/B07VRS56WB?th=1 
https://www.amazon.com/Blue-Diamond-CC002447-001-Mini-Ceramic/dp/B07VS4SK3Z?th=1


10 THINGS TO DO WITH A MIGHTY MINI PAN

1.  Roast pine nuts (or other nuts) to top of your 
dishes and deserts

2. Perfectly round pancakes

3.  Shredded bacon pieces to add to your salad

4. Perfect size for a burger patty

5.  A sausage and potato hash to celebrate a 
productive morning

6. Roast your own garlic

7.  Make yourself a (mini) skillet chocolate chip 
cookie

8. The best frittata for one 

9.  A quick mini curry to go with your minute rice

10.  Homemade egg patty in the time it takes to 
toast your English muffin

Bonus!  A mini pan lets you cook a quick, custom version of your meal for your favorite 
picky eater. 



The Blue Diamond Sizzle Griddle locks in flavor 
thanks to the dual diamond-infused griddle 
plates that create full contact with your food 
for even searing, browning, and delicious 
caramelization. The total contact design cuts 
cooking times and seals in flavor and juices.

Bring all your diner and restaurant favorites 
home with this authentic and versatile nonstick 
griddle. Featuring a hinged top plate that lets 
you cook everything from crispy bacon to mile 
high sandwiches without making a mushed 
mess. You can also open it to lay-flat for a full-
size griddle with a compact counter footprint, 
so you can cook for the whole family.

10X5X 4X
BETTER HEAT TRANSFERHARDER COATING LONGER LASTING

TOXIN FREE: FREE OF PFAS, PFOA, LEAD AND CADMIUM

** *

SOLD
MN03766  

SIZZLE GRIDDLE

7  
ways to 

cook
NEW!



SIZZLE GRIDDLE

A REVOLUTION IN 
COUNTERTOP
COOKING
Full Contact = Full Flavor
Lay-Flat Design 
for extra cooking space

Easy One-Knob Control
Blue Diamond’s  

Signature Ceramic Nonstick



ORDER UP!

       BRING           
THE RESTAURANT                                    
                      HOME!

OPEN GRIDDLE

CONTACT GRILL

OPEN GRILL

MIXED GRILL +  GRIDDLEPANINI PRESS

CONTACT GRIDDLE SEAR MODE 

   7 WAYS
TO COOK!

Choose the mode to 
FITyour meal! 
Get recipes at:
www.SizzleRecipes.com    

http://www.SizzleRecipes.com    


NEW!

ELECTRIC  
SIZZLE GRIDDLE 

$5999

Available at:
www.sizzlegriddle.com

https://www.sizzlegriddle.com/


Though it takes inspiration from classic designs, 
this Dutch oven isn’t stuck in the past. Classic 
style meets cutting-edge tech in this vibrant 
Dutch oven that’s 50% lighter, heats up faster 
and cools down quicker than traditional cast 
iron.

This means better heat transfer and even 
browning while the shock-resistant domed glass 
lid gives you a front row seat to all the action.

Best of all, no more scrubbing. The Blue 
Diamond Big Batch’s healthy ceramic nonstick 
coating is effortless to clean and dishwasher 
safe for tough messes.

10X5X 4X
BETTER HEAT TRANSFERHARDER COATING LONGER LASTING

TOXIN FREE: FREE OF PFAS, PFOA, LEAD AND CADMIUM

** *

SOLD
MN03766  

BIG BATCH



BIG BATCH

Forged Aluminum  
Half the weight of cast iron,  
all the performance 

50% lighter than cast iron  
and heats up fast

Cook & Look Dome Lid  
Temperature shock-resistant cast glass 

Easy One-Pot Meals  
Huge Capacity—Fits a whole chicken

Oven Safe up to 350 
Blue Diamond’s Signature  

Diamond-Infused Ceramic Nonstick

BIG BATCH



COMING SOON

BIG BATCH
5.5QT Dutch Oven

$4999

Coming to a TV near you  

in Summer 2020



Bring the power of Blue Diamond to 
your baking with our latest innovative 
collection. Featuring our Diamond 
Matrix Technology, this collection is 
textured for easy release and crispy 
results. Our bakeware is crafted from 
durable steel and reinforced to add 
extra strength and stability, allowing 
for quick, even heating and fantastic 
results that slide right out of the pan!

BAKEWARE

FEEL THE NEW
STANDARD!

RAISED DIAMOND TEXTURE FOR
    CRISPY RESULTS AND QUICK RELEASE 

  EASY   
RELEASE

DIAMOND MATRIX TECHNOLOGY



DIAMOND MATRIX SURFACE Better air circulation, better release, better baking 

PREMIUM NONSTICK INTERIOR  
TOXIN-FREE: free of PFAS, PFOA, lead  
& cadmium

FAST & EVEN HEATING

REINFORCED RIMS 
For extra strength, stability and support

DUrable steel body 
Distributes heat quickly and evenly

Rust resistant 

dishwasher & freezer safe

oven safe 
Up to 450ºF

BIG BATCH

Textured design with 
our non-stick coating 
to give you crispy results + 
easy food release every time!



COMING SOON
Bake it better with Blue Diamond 

Fall-
winter 
2020

13” x 18”  
nonstick cookie sheet

12 cup  
nonstick muffin pan 

1 lb. loaf pan
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https://thecookwarecompany.box.com/s/7orvi6kqjz5ff62ululoqxb9jidt7wt8

